. Cross-validated Kaplan-Meier survival curves of P-high tertile in our BR dataset.
The figure presented the result of cross-validation on our BR dataset. The red color represented good outcome patients (low-risk), while the green color represented poor outcome patients (high-risk). The significant P-value declared the robustness of our model. Figure S2 . SPNs in the P-inter group, i.e. P-inter SPNs.
There are 8 SPNs discovered in the inter proliferation (P-inter) group. Genes are color coded (i.e. red/green: genes that are overexpressed/underexpressed in patients with shorter DMFS). In the color bar, deep green means that log2(fold change)<0, ligh green or light red represents that 0<fold change<1，while deep red means that log2(fold change)>0. Details about P-inter SPNs can be found in the Results section. 
(5) (6) (4) (8)
Gene expression higher in patients with shorter DMFS higher in patients with longer DMFS Figure S3 . SPNs in the P-low group, i.e. P-low SPNs.
There are 6 SPNs discovered in the low proliferation (P-low) group. Genes are color coded (i.e. red/green: genes that are overexpressed/underexpressed in patients with shorter DMFS). In the color bar, deep green means that log2(fold change)<0, ligh green or light red represents that 0<fold change<1，while deep red means that log2(fold change)>0. Details about P-low SPNs can be found in the Results section. We calculated the accuracy, precision and recall of correct classification into metastatic-/non-metastatic patient groups based on our identified SPNs. The color of number corresponds to the color of bar, for example, in the P-high test set, the accuracy, precision and recall are 88.24%, 83.74%, 75.33%, respectively. The classification accuracy, precision and recall achieved by different methods (the Ridge-based Cox model and CRANE method) were also reported in the figure. A. shows the survival analysis of P-high group in test set. B. shows the survival analysis of P-low group in test set. A. shows the survival curves of P-high test set based on the weighted P-high SPNs. B.
shows the survival curves and log-rank P-value of P-inter test set based on the weighted P-inter SPNs. C. shows the survival curves of P-low test set based on the weighted P-low A. shows the survival curves of P-inter group based on P-high SPNs. B. shows the survival curves of P-low group based on P-high SPNs. C. shows the survival curves of Phigh group based on P-inter SPNs. D. shows the survival curves of P-low group based on F. P-low SPNs test in P-inter tertile P-inter SPNs. E. shows the survival curves of P-high group based on P-low SPNs. F.
shows the survival curves of P-inter group based on P-low SPNs.
Supplementary Table S1 . Adjusted P-values of P-high, P-inter and P-low SPNs. 
Supplementary

